DIY RECYCLED T-SHIRTS MADE INTO REUSABLE BAGS

MATERIALS NEEDED

- Old T-shirts that you have, or go to your local thrift store to find the latest treasures.
- Gather t-shirts with your team colors, Orange, Blue and White for Broncos!
- Sharp fabric scissors (you can find at your local craft store)

STEP 1

-Cut a couple of strips off of the bottom of your shirt, make sure the seams are lined up, don’t cut it too thin!
You can do the same for your white and blue shirts.
These will be used for the strap of the bag in a later step!
-For Normal T-shirts cut neck and sleeves out as in the photo on the right

STEP 2

-Start to cut 1/2 inch strips along the bottom of the shirt. These can be longer strips for a larger t-shirt or shorter for a smaller t-shirt. These strips are about 5 inches long.
-Continue cutting the strips as even as you can from left to right